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Background and Aim :  TCRN and Consumer engagement

Aim:
Development of a strategic model of consumer 
engagement in research that provides multiple 
platforms for researchers to engage consumers 
in their research.

TCRN Consumer Advisory Panel (CAP)
- In-house consumer panel - comprised of 10+ 

research trained consumers, all of whom have been 
personally impacted by cancer and have experience 
partnering with cancer researchers. 

CAP Members (from left / down):
Gillian Begbie, Jeff Cuff, Susan Taylor

David Synnott, Sue Suchy, John Lewis, Ruth Lilian   
Sue McCullough, Peter Lewis, Kathryn Leaney, Stella Jun (Project Officer)



Multiple platforms of consumer engagement in cancer research
Information workshops   :  Introductory platform for all

Introduce the fundamentals of consumer engagement in 
research and showcase successful TCRN consumer and 
researcher partnerships to a wide group of researchers.

• Open to all TCRN members and UNSW researchers.
• TCRN holds the workshop annually. 

Target audience:  
1. Researchers and PhD students who are new to consumer 

engagement.  
2. Researchers who want to know how to work with 

consumers  effectively.

Over 150 researchers and PhD students have attended these 
workshops



Multiple platforms of consumer engagement in cancer research
CAP Group Sessions:  Next level of platform for ready researchers

A small group session (3-5 consumers per researcher) in two parts, 
November and February. 
• Nov workshop: researcher presents and consumers provide initial 

input
• Feb workshop:  researchers return after incorporating the 

consumer input from the previous session and seek further input.

Target audience
1. Researchers looking for a broader consumer input.
2. Researchers who want to test a new research idea/plan with 

the consumers.
3. Researchers interested in applying for funding and need 

consumer input especially when consumer input is required by 
funding body.

10-15 researchers per session have presented in this group sessions.



Multiple platforms of consumer engagement in cancer research
CAP One-on-One :  Platform for the sustainable partnership

1:1 researcher - consumer partnerships for in-
depth and ongoing consumer involvement.

Target Audience
1. Researchers who seek continuous consumer 

input for their research.
2. Researchers who are ready to apply for 

funding.

Over 40 one-on-one consumer – researcher 
partnerships have been formed.



Multiple platforms of consumer engagement in cancer research
Consumer input for TCRN program

1. TCRN CAP Meetings - quarterly

2. TCRN Flagships involvement

3. Ongoing support to PhD candidates



Outcomes and Conclusions – since 2012

Ø In 2017, 3 major grants were awarded to TCRN members who 
have a CAP partner.

Ø Partnered and provided consumer input to over 75 research 
projects including the TCRN flagship projects; over 150 
researchers have attended Information sessions.  

Ø A number of consumers are now Associate Investigators of 
the flagship projects.

Ø In the recent TCRN membership survey, consumer 
engagement was selected as one of the most valued 
research support services provided to its members.  


